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 Comments on paper by J. D. Kalbfleisch 263

 The recent period of interest in the conditionality, or ancillarity, concept may be said to have
 begun with Fisher's (1956, pp. 156-9) insistence on the importance of that concept for the further
 adequate development of the theory of statistical inference. He did not anticipate the sorts of
 'monsters' which would be encountered along that path; the terms 'monster-barring' and 'monster-
 adjustment' were used by Lakatos (1963-4) to describe developments in the evolution of the concept
 of a polyhedron, which occurred in the course of many attempts to prove or refute a famous con-
 jecture of Descartes and Euler.

 In earlier writings Fisher had given the mathematical definition of an ancillary statistic; a rule of
 application, replace unconditional by conditional models before applying specific standard techniques
 of statistical inference; and an unformalized but suggestive interpretation of conditionality as a
 theoretical concept. All of these were considered unproblematic, appropriate, and important by many
 of the theoretical and applied statisticians acquainted with them, including Cox (1958) and J. WV.
 Tukey in unpublished Wald lectures.

 Monsters appeared soon after 1956 in connexion with both the applied and the theoretical aspects.
 (a) The rule of application was seen to be an ambiguous directive when ancillaries were found to be

 nonunique in general (Basu, 1959, 1964; Birnbaum, 1961).

 (b) The theoretical concept was found to be essentially equivalent to another concept, likelihood,
 incompatible with use of standard statistical methods (Birnbaum, 1962, 1972).

 The recent contributions of Durbin (1970) and Kalbfleisch (1975) propose successively modified rules
 of application, intended to systematize appropriately the typical judgements and applications of
 conditionality and related concepts, in 'the operational approaches of both the Fisherian and the
 Neyman-Pearson schools of statistical inference' (Kalbfleisch, 1975, ? 1). These rules eliminate many
 but not all cases of nonuniqueness, leaving the choice among remaining alternative ancillaries to
 possible further rules, such as that of Cox (1971), having admittedly a partly ad hoc character. These
 rules are supported by new theoretical interpretations of conditionality and related concepts. We
 shall discuss here primarily those of Kalbfleisch, which in a sense incorporate those of Durbin. Related
 discussion of Durbin's paper appears in my 1970 note. The ideas of that note and the present one are
 also broadly applicable to the discussion of conditionality and related concepts by Cox & Hinkley

 (1974).
 Neither the consequences in applications, nor the theoretical content and form, of Kalbfleisch's

 modified conditionality concept seem sufficiently clear, particularly in the following respects.
 (i) Kalbfleisch writes, immediately after his formulation of his concept of an experimental ancillary,

 CE, as an equivalence relation, 'This principle implies that in interpreting evidential meaning one should
 (italics added) condition. . .' Of course an equivalence relation does not literally imply a directive to
 make substitutions, still less a directive to make substitutions of one but not the other kind covered
 by the equivalence relation. If we adopt a concept represented by an equivalence relation A = B,
 then we may replace A by B wherever A occurs. But we must also allow B to be replaced by A wherever
 B occurs, if we are interested in exploring fully the theoretical implications and significance of the
 concept.

 It was the adoption of an unqualified equivalence formulation of conditionality, and related con-
 cepts, which led, in my 1962 paper, to the monster of the likelihood axiom. What would be the precise
 theoretical form of a modified conditionality concept which might prove adequate with respect to
 theoretical content, and constructively compatible with typical uses of standard statistical methods?
 Kalbfleisch's 'should' is evidently based on an essential but tacit appeal to a desideratum of continuity
 with a tradition of statistical thought and practice, namely 'the operational approaches of both the
 Fisherian and the Neyman-Pearson schools', which he does not characterize fully in terms of his
 explicitly developed theoretical concepts.

 (ii) Kalbfleisch's basic theoretical concept of an experimental ancillary seems to lose plausibility
 as a clear and satisfactory concept in the light of the following variation of his Example 1.

 Suppose that the parameter 4tt of interest in that example is the unknown value of a physical con-
 stant in a system of otherwise completely known physical laws. It is typical of such systems that they
 have sufficiently general scope to characterize the behaviour of experimental set-ups of various
 different forms. Thus set-ups of different forms may be adopted as alternative experimental bases for
 measuring or estimating the unknown value, and the form of a set-up then has no intrinsic interest
 apart from its convenience for this purpose.

 Suppose now that one such set-up is represented by the model El in Kalbfleisch's Example 1.
 Suppose that an alternative set-up is represented by E', a two-stage experiment: Its first stage con-
 sists of taking a single observation U on a physical randomization device, the distribution of U having
 the completely known form given in Kalbfleisch's Example 1 for the random variable A. The second
 stage is based on a series of other physical set-ups, indexed by the possible values u of U. If U = u
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 264 A. BIRNBAUM

 is the result of the first stage, then set-up u is observed, resulting in an observation yu of a random
 variable Yu whose distribution is symmetrical about the unknown constant # of interest, and has the
 same form as the distribution of l(X1 + X2), conditional on X1-X2 = u, where X1 and X2 are inde-
 pendent and each has the distribution (1) in Kalbfleisch's example. Writing U for Kalbfleisch's A,
 the random point (U, Yu) has the same distributions, known except for the parameter ,u, in E1 and
 in E'. Any estimation method based on E1 can be duplicated in its probability properties by a method
 based on E', and vice versa.

 Hence there is evidently no basis for preference by an investigator as between the experimental set-
 ups represented, respectively, by E1 and E'. Nor is there any evident basis for the investigator's
 using or interpreting the observed sample point (u, y) differently if it is obtained from set-up E'
 rather than from set-up E1.

 However, Kalbfileisch's basic concept classifies u as a mathematical ancillary if it was obtained
 from set-up E1, but as an experimental ancillary if it was obtained from E'. It is disconcerting that
 this concept distinguishes cases which seem equivalent on all scientific and statistical grounds. Further,
 this suggests the question whether, in more complicated examples, Kalbfileisch's proposed rule based
 on this concept will sometimes give different results depending on which of two set-ups was used,

 even if those set-ups are scientifically and statistically equivalert in the sense illustrated by El and El.
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 Comments on paper by J. D. Kalbfleisch:

 Some personal comments on sufficiency and conditionality

 BY A. D. McLAREN

 Department of Statistics, University of Glasgow

 1. SUFFICIENCY AND CONDITIONALITY

 Kalbfleisch (1975) rides to the rescue of those who believe in some form of sufficiency and condi-
 tionality but do not accept the likelihood principle. Birnbaum's (1962) result that his formulations
 S and C together imply the likelihood principle is a challenge to those statisticians. Kalbfleisch seeks
 to turn away the threat in two ways. He substitutes for S a weakened form, S', which is restricted
 to minimal experiments; for C he substitutes a strengthened form CE which permits the mixing
 distribution to be unknown. The first of these moves seems to me faint-hearted and the second
 foolhardy.
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